Topic: Re-grading Corrected Quiz Questions

Login to your D2L Brightspace Course and go to ASSESSMENTS then Quizzes

To re-grade a quiz question:

After the erroneous question has been edited, but some students have already taken the quiz, it is possible to re-grade the corrected question following these steps.

1. From within Quizzes (on the Manage Quizzes page), click on the drop-down arrow next to the quiz name
2. Select Grade
3. From within the Grade Quiz screen, click on the Questions tab
4. Select the radio button for which method you wish to grade responses: **All Attempts** or **Individual Responses**.

5. Select question you wish to correct

6. Once you open the question, update the score. If you have ‘Update All Attempts’ checked then you will update all attempts’ grades.

7. Click **Save**
Grade

Question Worth
5 points

Difficulty
1

Grading Type
- Give to all attempts [ ] points
- Give to attempts with answer 2 [ ] 3 [ ] points

Comment

Add comments about correction if desired.

Modifications Log

No modifications have been made.

Save Go Back to Questions

- After saving, you will see an updated Modifications Log on the page – confirm changes were made as desired
- Click Go Back to Questions
- Repeat process for other questions if necessary
- Click Close

When looking at their attempt, you and students will see an updated score and that it was manually graded (rather than autograded).
For More Information

Please contact Instructional Technology Services at support@mnstate.edu or 218.477.2603 if you have questions about this material.